












































Eric Twitty AUSTIN POWDER CO. 

AUSTIN POWDER CO. 

1883 - Post 1960 
by Eric Twitty 

In 1832 Alvin, Lorenzo, Henry, Daniel, and 
Linus Austin struck out west from their home in 
Wilmington, Vermont in search of freedom, 
individuality, and prosperity; or as encouraging 
hometown residents phrased it, in search of 
"something to their liking". The five brothers 
traveled as far west as Kansas City, Missouri where 
they were forced to work in local lead mines to renew 
their depleted funds. They did not find mining for 
lead much to their liking and so they turned around 
and headed east until they reached Aakron, Ohio 
where they stopped to rest. 

The Austins liked the Aakron area and 
acknowledged its business opportunities, amongst 
which a notable demand for gunpowder. With their 
funds, the five brothers established a small water
powered gunpowder mill at Old Forge and crewed it 
themselves. Later known as the Newburg Mill, this 
site was specifically chosen by the brothers because 
it had fine water power and it had access to the local 
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transportation network of roads and canals. From 
Aaron, the Austin Powder Company gained access 
to number of markets which included coal, iron, and 
clay mining, quarries, municipal construction, 
railroad construction, and canal projects. 

Business for the Austin was good and in 
1865 they expanded by leasing a mill built by the 
Cleveland Powder Company at the Five Mile Lock 
on the Ohio Canal. At the end of the lease in 1869 the 
Austin Powder Co. purchased the mill, known by 
this time as the Brookview Mill, and operated it 
profitably until 1907 when the expansion of the city 
of Cleveland forced its closure. The expansion of 
Cleveland city limits was forecast as early as 1891, 
and in preparation for the Brookview Mill, a new 
mill was built by 1892 near Glenwood, Ohio. For a 
while both mills operated simultaneously. Around 
1900, the Glenwood Mill was dedicated to the 
manufacture of gunpowder, while the Newburg Mill 
was dedicated to producing blasting powder. 
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Age: 1930 • late 1950's; Lettering is all red in this typical example of Austin's labeling format. Product: medium 
speed permissible. Rarity: Austin permissible boxes are relatively scarce and found mostly in the Ohio River Valley 

region. (Author) 
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Age: 1930. mid-1940's; label on face panel is black and applied with rubber stamp. Raity: as popular as austin's 

explosives were, few 251b. Boxes were ever sold, hence, any existing are very rare. (author) 
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Age: 1930 - late 1950's: Labeling is ususlly all in red, however, a few rare cases of boxes with black side labels 

have been documented. Rarity: scarce and found in the East, Midwest, and occasionally the Rocky Mountains. 
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Despite the upsurge in demand for high 
explosives in the 1880's and 1890's, the Austin 
Powder Co. limited itself to the blasting powder for 
decades. It was not until approximately 1910 that 
Austin involved itself in high explosives by selling 
Gold Medal Dynamite, manufactured by the Illinois 
Powder Mfg. Co., through its sales agencies. It sold 
like hot cakes which was duly noted by Austin's 
upper management. The success of Gold medal 
coupled with many direct requests for an Austin
brand dynamite received in the home offices caused 
Austin managers to give serious consideration to 

Age: 1913 - 1920's: Iron with 

"Austin" - style bung; Labeling is 

embossed and its format my date 
back to the 19th Century. Rarity: 

one known. (Kurt Kremer) 

Powder Kegs 

Age: 1840's - 1880's; Wood & paper 
label. Rarity: this keg is only a 

facsimily - none are known LO 

exist; paper label courtesy of 
Hagley Museum & Labrary. "FF". 

the powder's grain size. was most 

popular for hardrock mining. 

manufacturing dynamite. But this did not give way 
to action until the boom period of the late 1920's. 
during which Austin officials sought a plant site and 
planned manufacturing and marketing strategies. 
Despite the nation's plunge into depression in 1929, 
enough demand remained in the areas served by 
Austin that it proceeded with its plans to make high 
explosives. In the same year Austin obtained a fine 
site strategically located on the Baltimore & Ohio 
Railroad in MacAuther, Ohio and construction 
began at once. By 1930 a modern dynamite plant 
was built with a manufacturing capacity of eight 
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